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Our QUEST is for knowledge that will lead to
better healthcare and medical services for
the people of Tasmania. You can help us by
supporting our research efforts with a gift,
bequest or donation.
Each year the Foundation funds research into
a variety of conditions affecting the lifestyle and
wellbeing of the people of Tasmania, including
cancer, heart disease, stroke, diabetes,
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases.
This research is undertaken by a diverse
range of health professionals at the Royal
Hobart Hospital, and the University of
Tasmania’s Faculty of Health Science and the
Menzies Institute.
Many of our researchers are nationallyrenowned in their fields, whilst others are at
the very early stages of promising careers. All
of them are working to improve the quality of
health and well-being for Tasmanians.
Your gift, bequest or donation can be vital
in ensuring that this QUEST continues to
provide benefits for Tasmanians, now and
into the future.

For more information:
RHH Research Foundation
Level 5, 25 Argyle Street
Hobart 7000
Phone: (03) 6222 8088
Fax:
(03) 6222 7930
Email: research@rhhresearchfoundation.org
www.rhhresearchfoundation.org
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RHH Research
Foundation announces
first round grant
recipients for 2013
The RHH Research Foundation recently
announced details of its first round of annual
grant funding for 2013, providing three new
starter grants and five new clinical grants for
local medical research to be undertaken in
Tasmania over the course of the year.
The Foundation’s Chair, Mr David Catchpole,
explained “the purpose of these grants is to
assist emerging and highly skilled clinical
researchers to collaborate with each other
for the benefit of the local community”.
After an intensely competitive selection
process, the range of projects chosen
for funding offers a broad scope of
intended benefit for the wellbeing of many
Tasmanians, with potential that is even more
far-reaching.
Chief Executive Officer Heather Francis
emphasised that research supported by the
RHH Research Foundation is selected via a
rigorous assessment process undertaken
by the Foundation’s scientific research
advisory panel, which is endorsed by
the NHMRC.
“Facing a particularly strong field of
applications from interested clinicians, only
projects and researchers of excellence can
be selected to pursue their investigations.
On this occasion, the Research Foundation
has been oversubscribed by researchers’
applications that amounted to more than
three times above the funds available.

CEO Heather Francis and Troy Wanandy at the
announcement of 2013 grant recipients

“There were many excellent projects
submitted which, had funding been available,
would have been considered further. There’s
great scope for additional investment in high
quality local health and medical research
and this is something the Foundation aims
to achieve with the community’s support
through our fundraising initiatives,” she said.
In addition to these new grants, a further
six longer-term grants have already been
committed. “In total, the Foundation has
budgeted almost $600,000 to support
local health and medical research through
grant funding in 2013, with a further call
for grant applications to be undertaken in
coming months following completion of
a strategic review of research directions,”
she said.

“the purpose of these grants is to assist
emerging and highly skilled clinical researchers to
collaborate with each other for the benefit of
the local community”
The Foundation’s Chair, Mr David Catchpole
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From Greek philosophy, it is often said that the
only constant is change. And as we turn into
a new season, we’re always keen to embrace
change where this works to the benefit of our
Foundation’s objectives. As foreshadowed
earlier, and in line with wider reviews of
health and medical research nationally and
internationally, our approach to research
grant funding and associated outcomes are
currently being analysed to ensure that we
remain consistent with contemporary best
practice.
Equally, we’re eager to ensure that our
fundraising initiatives also offer appeal to
a broad cross-section of the community,
providing scope for our profile to grow and
our supporter-base to similarly expand.
Which is why we’re implementing a very
new calendar of exciting events in 2013!
Our famous Big Breakfasts at Wrest
Point in March and December remain
and we’ll be welcoming friends old and
new to a mix of inner-city breakfasts and
lunches across May, July, September
and November.
But keep an ear to the ground for some
very new events for the Foundation across
the year offering scope to dive in and have
some fun while raising funds to support our
local clinicians as they work to improving our
community’s health and wellbeing.
The inaugural Easter Egg Hunt and Family
Picnic Day was held on 29 March, with thanks
to Cadbury we shared 100,000 delicious
chocolate eggs while welcoming picnicking
families to the beautiful Botanical Gardens
for loads of traditional fun and games. Our
annual Research Excellence Dinner will also
be held later in the year and we look forward
to acknowledging our latest cohort of grant
recipients and hearing of the achievements by
previously funded alumni.
This series of Foundation events across the
year serves to demonstrate the full circle of
our Foundation’s activity – from fundraising to
investment in high-level clinical research, all
aiming to deliver a healthier
community
across
Tasmania. So while the
constancy of change
continues, please note
that we also appreciate the
constancy of your ongoing
support and the benefits
this brings to us all.

Heather

Heather Francis

CEO, RHH Research Foundation
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Starter grants for 2013
Management of post-operative pain and the progression to persistent
post-operative pain – Dr Chris Orlikowski.
Chronic pain syndromes are a major health issue with significant economic impact. This
research will identify factors associated with persistent post-operative pain and identify
patient groups that should be targeted for intervention. This research has the potential to
significantly improve patient outcomes as well as produce substantial health care savings.
The physical and chemical stability of amoxicillin, daptomycin and quinupristin/
dalfopristin in Dianeal, Extraneal or Fresenius peritoneal dialysis solution under
three different storage conditions – Mr Troy Wanandy.
Kidney dialysis solution is used for the treatment of end stage kidney disease. Many patients
who are on this treatment develop peritoneal inflammation and need to be treated with
antibiotics mixed in the kidney dialysis solution. The shelf-life of some commonly used
antibiotics in various kidney dialysis solutions is currently unknown. Therefore, kidney
dialysis solutions containing antibiotics are prepared on a daily basis resulting in significant
problems. If antibiotics are found to be stable in kidney dialysis solutions then such mixtures
can be prepared and stored in advance avoiding the necessity of daily preparation.
Neuroprotective function of novel short chain-quinones – A/Prof Paul McCartney.
Many eye diseases are associated with mitochondrial dysfunction. A known protector of
mitochodria is the drug idebenone. We will make new, improved molecules based on this and
test it in a cell culture model that simulates the stresses of glaucoma and retinal degeneration.

Clinical grants for 2013
The role of epigenetic changes in the progression of clinical disease in Multiple
Endocrine Neoplasia Type 1 (MEN1) – Prof John Burgess.
MEN 1 is an inherited condition that leads to overactivity and tumours of the endocrine
glands. MEN 1 is relatively common in Tasmania and our research will study how the gene
causing this disease is switched on and off during tumour development.
Effect of vitamin D supplementation of the currently used dosage regime of 400
IU/d on vitamin D levels in infants - Prof Graeme Jones & Dr Ingrid van der Mei.
In this study, one group of breastfed infants will receive daily vitamin D and another group of
breastfed infants will receive an identical dummy medicine. We will then examine the effect
of vitamin D supplementation on the vitamin D blood levels to ensure that levels increase
sufficiently in this Australian setting. In the long-term, vitamin D supplementation may result
in a better bone health.
Towards a better understanding of uraemic molecules – Prof Matthew Jose.
Two million Australians have chronic kidney disease (CKD) with more than 2000 each year
reaching end-stage kidney failure, requiring dialysis. Although somewhat effective, people
on dialysis suffer greatly through cardiovascular (heart attacks) and neuropsychiatric
(depression) conditions. This study will examine the toxic environment of kidney failure using
highly sensitive techniques.
Spironolactone in myocardial dysfunction with reduced exercise capacity
(STRUCTURE) – Prof Thomas Marwick.
Many patients with heart failure have apparently normal cardiac contraction and so
consequently, the condition is hard to recognize and treat. This study will combine a new
method to characterise these patients as well as a new therapeutic strategy to reduce the
scarring that is thought to cause this problem.
Examining the role of blood lipids and apolipoproteins on the progression of MS
in a prospective clinical cohort – Prof Bruce Taylor.
This project builds upon the Ausimmune Study and the AusLong study, a unique resource
of prospective data with information in multiple domains (relapses, disability, MRI, lifestyle,
immune function, virology and genetics). It proposes to measure the lipid profile in serum
samples and examine their association with the progression of MS.
Funding for these projects would not be possible without the generous support we receive
from donors during the year. Your contributions make these vital research projects possible
and ensures that quality health and medical research continues in Tasmania – now and into
the future - thank you!
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MyState Foundation
donation assists research
for preterm infants
The Neonatal and Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (NPICU) at
the RHH has benefited from an additional $2000 of funding
from the MyState Foundation to continue vital research
through the Royal Hobart Hospital Research Foundation.
An investigation already funded by the RHH Research
Foundation, the Automated control of inspired oxygen
concentration in preterm infants project will gain considerable
value from this donation, applying this toward a vital piece of
equipment; a much needed air-oxygen blender which is pivotal
to the research project.
This particular funding from the MyState Foundation was
provided by MyState employees who work to raise money
through their own initiatives and then provide donations to local
charities on an annual basis.
RHH Research Foundation Chairman David Catchpole said,
“We are delighted that through the MyState Foundation’s
broad activities, their employees across our state have chosen
to support a current medical research project within the
RHH NPICU.”
Lead researcher, Dr Peter Dargaville explained that the
equipment purchased through the donation was particularly
important for the research project which aims to refine
the amount of oxygen that is provided to babies with
respiratory disease.
“Currently our nurses are required to manually adjust the
amount of oxygen flow and recent research tells us that too
much or too little can have long term consequences. When
connected to the automated system, this blender will remove
much of the guess work involved, and shorten the response
time when a baby’s oxygen levels suddenly change. It will
also allow us to collect some initial data, which is vital for
gaining more funding to fully pursue this research agenda,”
Dr Dargaville said.

Jackie Veneable from MyState with a cheque for current Research Foundation grant
recipient Dr Peter Dargaville.

“We are delighted that through the
My State Foundation’s broad activities,
their employ ees across our state
have chosen to support a current
medical research project within the
RHH NPICU.”
The Foundation’s Chair, Mr David Catchpole

NHMRC 2013 funding
The RHHRF would like to congratulate all Tasmanian recipients
of NHMRC funding announced in late 2012. This is wonderful
recognition and acknowledgment of the great work being
undertaken in this State, with a number of Research Foundation
alumni featured amongst the successful applicants.

This grant funding will allow a multicentre international trial
of surfactant therapy to be conducted, coordinated by the
Menzies Research Institute Tasmania, with Dr Dargaville as lead
investigator.

In particular, the Research Foundation would like to highlight the
work of Dr Peter Dargaville and current Research Fellow Prof
Bruce Taylor.

The Foundation’s Research Fellow Professor Bruce Taylor was
also announced as the recipient of a further $945,000 in the
same grant round, investigating the role of environmental and
genetic factors in progression of Multiple Sclerosis.

After receiving initial funding from the RHH Research Foundation
via two clinical research grants for work on surfactant therapy in
preterm infants, the Foundation applauded Dr Peter Dargaville
and his team on receiving a NHMRC grant to extend this project
valued at $1.17m over three years.

The recent announcement of NHMRC funding will serve to
expand the careers of many research-active clinicians based
at the RHH, building the research capacity of emerging health
and medical researchers locally and providing healthcare and
wellbeing benefits to the broader Tasmanian community.
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Thank you for supporting the
inaugural Easter Egg Hunt
and Family Picnic
The RHH Research Foundation would like to say a huge thank you to
the many families that spread the Easter joy and made the Easter Egg
Hunt & Family Picnic at the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens an
outstanding success.
With your generosity we raised an incredible $20,000 for The Royal
Hobart Hospital Research Foundation. This money goes directly to
the vital local health and medical research projects undertaken by
doctors, nurses and allied health professionals at the RHH.
A tremendous thank you must also be extended to our volunteers that
assisted in making this day so special – you’re all just amazing, thank
you - we couldn’t have done it without you!
Finally our appreciation also goes to our wonderful corporate
supporters including: Southern Cross, Heart 107.3, Royal Tasmanian
Botanical Gardens, TadPac printing, Coates Hire, Fullers Bookshop,
ExitLeft and of course CADBURY! We truly thank Cadbury for the
incredibly generous supply of 100,000 Easter eggs to make everyone’s
day just delightful!
Once again, thank you for your support of this fun-filled event, we look
forward to seeing you all again next year!
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calendar
of events 2013

Famous RHH Research Foundation
Big Breakfasts
The first of the RHH Research Foundation Big
Breakfasts, celebrating International Women’s Day was
held in March – check out the pics on page 5. And, pop
Friday 13 in your diary for the Big December Breakfast
which will again be held at Wrest Point.

We listen to our regular supporters
After listening to our regular supporters, we’re pleased to
present a refreshed events calendar for 2013, featuring
speaker-focused networking style breakfasts (May
and November) and one networking luncheon (July).
September 2013 features something a little more special
with a Welcome Springtime long luncheon event. After
the success of our inaugural Springtime celebration
last year, we will once again feature a fabulous guest
speaker, a fashion parade, special giveaways and
auction along with fun and frivolity to welcome the
warmer weather. With overwhelmingly positive feedback
from the inaugural Research Excellence Dinner in 2012,
we’ve scheduled the 2013 event for August where we’ll
celebrate research achievements by our previously
funded alumni and present our newest grant recipients
formally with their awards.

Community-wide fundraising activity
Also, 2013 will see the introduction of community-wide,
activity-based fundraisers – with the recent Easter Egg
Hunt an ‘egg’sample. While we’re still working on the
details, we plan to announce more soon and hope that
you’ll join us and step up to the challenge!
MONTH

DAY/DATE

EVENT TITLE

May

May Breakfast
15 Wednesday Guest speakers:
Mel and Greg Irons

July

24 Wednesday July Luncheon

August

14 Wednesday Research Excellence Dinner
The Edge
Abseil Wrest Point and raise
funds for cutting edge medical
research

August

25 Sunday

September

11 Wednesday September Welcome
Springtime Luncheon
Special guest: Deborah Hutton

November

13 Wednesday November Breakfast

save the date!
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Big December Breakfast –
a great way to end 2012
The Big December Breakfast was the final RHH
Research Foundation fundraiser for 2012, a fabulous
event held at Wrest Point where we welcomed the
wonderful Kerri-Anne Kennerley. With over 700 guests
enjoying the festivities, the event raised significant
funds for local health and medical research. Special
thanks to Searson Buck, all prize sponsors and indeed
all guests who joined us on this magnificent and much
anticipated occasion.
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International Women’s Day 2013
Natasha Stott Despoja wowed the audience with a truly remarkable
presentation reflecting upon the importance of history but also
acknowledging the current journey for many women. Providing an
opportunity to reflect upon the next generation with several references to
her own daughter Cordelia (who celebrated her fifth birthday and travelled
to Hobart to join us), Natasha provided her own perspective on the
importance of medical research funding in policy making along with the
importance of research to the broader community.
With Premier Lara Giddings and Minister Cassy O’Connor joining us for this
special occasion, we’d particularly like to acknowledge the support of the
Community Development Division, Department of Premier and Cabinet for
their ongoing support of this great event.
Special thanks to RHHRF volunteer photographer Lynn Slade for capturing
the vibrancy of our International Women’s Day event.

Linda Manaena, Kerri-Anne Kennerley and Toni Moate.

Felicity Ey and Tracy Green
joining us bright and early
for breakfast.

From left: Jess Wilson, Minister
Cassy O’Connor and Fiona Coote.

Natasha Stott Despoja and her
daughter Cordelia who turned five
on the day!

Derris Wood and Wendy Wilkinson
arriving at the International
Women’s Day breakfast.

Deborah and Paul Byrne joined the
large audience at Wrest Point.

Menzies Research Institute
selling up a storm of
Christmas cards.

Traycee Di Virgilio of Sandy Bay, and our great Travel
Studio friends Genevieve Atkins and Lee-Anne Levett photo courtesy of Mercury Newspaper.
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I/We wish to make a donation of (please tick)

■ $ 500

■ $ 250

■

■

Cheque

■ $ 100

Money Order

■

■ $ 50

■ $ 25

■

Other $

Credit Card (please complete the details below)

OR I would like to become a member of the Foundation’s RSVP program by making a regular donation
from my credit card.
I/We would like to donate $

every (please tick)

■

Month

■

Quarter

■

Year

Credit card details:

■

■

Visa

Mastercard

Credit Card Number

■■■■ ■■■■ ■■■■ ■■■■
Expiry:

/

/

Signature:

Name on card:

Date:

Title:

/

/

Name:

Address:
											
Phone:							

Email

OR

■

I have established a regular donation of $

Bank:		
Account name:
BSB:		
Account:
Description:

to the RHH Research Foundation directly from my bank account.

Westpac
Royal Hobart Hospital Research Foundation
037 001
33 9611
Surname_first initial

Please send me more information:

■

Workplace giving

■

How to make a bequest in my Will

Please return in the enclosed reply paid envelope or:
RHH Research Foundation
GPO Box 1061
Hobart TAS 7001

■

How to host my own fundraising event

■

Volunteering

T hank y ou for y our support

2013/14 Entertainment Books – available now!
The Foundation is once more selling the 2013/14 Entertainment
Books – and they’re available for now for just $60!
As always, the Entertainment Book provides wonderful savings at
restaurants and activities located around Tasmania and mainland
Australia, all while supporting the Research Foundation. This
delicious fundraising method provides $12 from each sale to the
Foundation – so why not satisfy your taste buds and help local
medical research?!

The Foundation is also offering gift certificates, so if you’re stuck for gift
ideas, why not purchase a gift certificate? You can give the certificate
to your friend or family member and they are entitled to the 2013/14
Entertainment Book which can be claimed through the Foundation.
If you’d like to purchase an Entertainment book for yourself
or a gift certificate for a very lucky friend or family member
please contact the Foundation on 03 6222 7049 or via email
research.foundation@dhhs.tas.gov.au or complete the flyer included
in this edition of Quest.
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